PopUPTM Media Replacement Filter

Save space on your truck and time on the job with
Honeywell's PopUP Media Replacement Filters. If
you've ever had to assemble collapsible replacement
filters, you'll appreciate the convenience and time
savings of the PopUP filter. Simply remove the filter
from its package and watch it pop-up into finished
form, ready to use. No tedious assembly and no bulky
storage - you can store up to five PopUP filters on your truck in the same
space you used to store just one. And because of their condensed size, you
can ship PopUP filters directly to homeowners for easy replacement filter sales
opportunities.
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ZONING

AIR CLEANERS

HUMIDIFIERS

DEHUMIDIFIERS

ULTRAVIOLET SYSTEMS

VENTILATION

WATER SOLUTIONS

PopUPTM Media Replacement Filter
MORE FILTERS. LESS HASSLE.
Homeowner Friendly Self-assembly feature
helps generate easy
replacement sales.

No Assembly Required — No combs, pleat
spacers or end caps. Filters literally pop-up
ready to use, saving you time on the job.
Application Flexibility - Available in six
universal sizes that fit Honeywell models and
other brands.

Extra Filtration - Unique
design offers an additional
1" of filtration depth
compared to standard
cartridge replacement
filters.

Highly Efficient - Rated at MERV 11
efficiency.
Collapsible Design - Less chance of
damage to filter.

Extra Storage- Store up
to five filters in the same
space you used to store
just one.

Even Easier Than 1, 2, 3

We can't even say that PopUP filters are as easy as 1, 2, 3 because they assemble in just one step.
Just open the package and - pop - the filter is ready to use.
Part Numbers

Sizes

POPUP1620

16 x 20

POPUP1625

16 x 25

POPUP2020

20 x 20

POPUP2025

20 x 25

POPUP2200

Replaces Space-Gard®/
Aprilaire®* 2200

POPUP2400

Replaces Space-Gard®/
Aprilaire®* 2400

* Space-Gard® and Aprilaire® are brands of Research Products.
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